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If you want a more traditional campaign in Duke Nukem Forever, Gearbox has you covered. The
game has a main quest line with achievements, mini-games, and all the stuff you expect from a

recent shooter. Theres even a co-op mode where up to four players can head into levels together.
Another mode Gearbox is adding to Duke Nukem Forever is a Score Attack mode. During one of the

Vegas demos, the Duke Nukem series mascot gets a power upgrade allowing him to call down a
giant mechanical mech that tears up the surroundings. This mode was actually pretty fun, as it felt
like the best of both worlds. Players would get to battle with big monsters but with the explosive

fragility of Duke Nukem Forevers arsenal. Maybe Duke should just remain a combat-obsessed dog
forever? Overall, the Vegas demo shows that Gearbox is doing a pretty good job capturing the full

essence of the Duke Nukem franchise. Theres not much new to Duke Nukem Forever beyond its third-
person perspective. But this goes back to what I said earlier about the series legacy: Duke Nukem
Forever is a game built around nostalgia. There are lots of references to games from the last two

decades, but theres nothing new to really hammer home. Oh, and there is a female alien temptress
hell-bent on capturing Duke and the entire world. I guess you can bring her home. My biggest

disappointment with the Vegas demo were the game graphics. This was really the first chance we
got to see how Duke Nukem Forever would look after all these years, and the final product doesnt

really represent the best of either the Xbox 360 or PC. The color palette is more muted and the game
has a really blocky art style. It reminds me of the game on the PC version that was shown at E3 in

2008, but from the moment I hit play it reminded me more of the Playstation 2 game than the online
game. The characters look more like they should be on their way to this year as opposed to from

yesteryear.
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Gearbox also infuses a few touches of comedy into the game world. Duke comes across a female
that was recently shot and explains that she was just working out in her garage when it happened.
Duke informs her that she wasnt working out, she was working him. But then she just happens to
happen to have a parking pass on her person. Duke proceeds to insult her job, her dress, and her

parking pass. It was cute. Its good to see that Gearbox is planning to take the player out of the story,
for a minute. Theres a lot going on in Duke Nukem Forevers world, and Gearbox seems to be keeping
the player from getting overwhelmed. Its a welcome quality. I think this eventually becomes a major

issue in terms of gameplay, but for now its fun, relatable humor. Gameplay-wise, Duke Nukem
Forever retains that mid-90s shooter feel that it always has. Its heavily vertical in design and

encourages the player to move to the left or right, and up and down. Its a fairly simple shooter at
heart, but theres a few techniques that the game has baked in that make it highly engaging. One of
those is the set of special enemies that you encounter throughout the campaign. These enemies are

a demon, a rubber alien, a shark, a spider, a chimpanzee, and an angry robot. Theyre all varied in
design, and each of them offer a bit of resistance. Theres also a few power ups scattered through the
campaign that are beneficial, such as a slow time, unlimited ammo, and even health recovery. Its a
shooter that plays like the first Duke Nukem game, only with more enemies. Duke Nukem Forever

has one of the most (if not THE most) impressive worlds Ive ever seen in a game. Theres an
incredible amount of different environments, all of which are varied and populated by plenty of

enemies to run through. There are also plenty of destructible environments to explore. A large part
of this world is one big open field, which has various stages of the war effort in the form of military

bases, all of which you are welcome to bomb and pillage. There are levels that are exclusively
military bases as well as combat stations set up throughout the world. 5ec8ef588b
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